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Faces
 
tan
black
white
red
blue
we are all the same
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Feeling
 
I am different
I come from a different land
I don't know the people, but I can learn.
If someone hurts me
I never cry, but I do get mad.
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Goal
 
Soccer, Soccer
I scored a goal
Soccer, Soccer
I am great at goal
because I play everyday and learn
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God
 
God tell me the truth
why am I a boy and why
am I here.
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Mama
 
Dime una cosa mama
pero dime la verdad......
 
¿siempre portaba bien
cuando era mi edad?
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Me
 
I am boy. A black african boy
I come from a poor coutry
but I do not mind because I am happy I me
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My Friends
 
My friends are cool and funny.
They help me on subjects I am not so good at.
 
WE WORK AND PLAY TOGETHER
We do most of the subjects together.
And thats how it should be.
We play games together at recess.
 
 
WE FIND WAYS TO GET ALONG TOGETHER
We should always include people in are group.
We should help every one.
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People
 
people play
 
people talk
 
people write
 
people fight
 
but people love each other!
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Soccer
 
Soccer is amusing
especially when you play
Its bette rthan looking out the window watching people play.
Soccer is not violent
you don't need fists
you need talent not strength
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